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colonial	colleges.	Section	two,	Denominational Giving and the Emergence of Black 
Colleges,	reveals	the	parallel	beginnings	of	black	colleges	and	early	colonial	colleges.	
The	third	section,	American Missionary Association’s Evolving Mission,	continues	the	
discussion	on	the	general	similarities	of	black	and	colonial	colleges,	but	introduces	
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an	important	distinguishing	feature	in	the	discussion	of	evangelicals	who	sought	to	
educate	American	Indians,	and	missionaries	who	sought	to	undo	the	harms	of	slavery.	
Section	four,	Parallels and Contrasts to Black Institutions,	expands	upon	section	three	
by	providing	additional	distinguishing	factors	between	black	and	colonial	colleges	
related	to	their	settings.	In	the	fifth	section,	Legal and Social Context,	an	analysis	of	
the	Straight	University	setting	is	offered.	Section	six,	Regional Tensions,	discusses	
the	challenges	Northern	education-focused	organizations	faced	in	the	South.	And,	
finally,	in	the	seventh	section,	Black National Discourse on Athletics,	the	potential	
impact	of	intraracial	discourse	on	extracurricular	activities	is	presented.
Founding Fathers of the Extracurriculum
	 	Denominational	giving	fertilized	the	growth	of	American	Higher	Education.	




















assumed	 that	 founders	of	mid-eighteenth	century	colleges	would	ascribe	 to	 the	
religious	expectations	of	 the	settlement.	And	 though	colony	residents	and	 their	






religious	extensions	of	host	 towns’	“mainstream”	 inhabitants.	Still,	 early	urban	











































































American Missionary Association’s Evolving Mission
	 In	July	of	1839,	a	group	of	fifty-three	enslaved	Blacks,	natives	of	the	Mendi	






























































































































































































discouraged	 educating	 the	 enslaved.	 Throughout	 the	 South,	 high	 demand	 for	
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sort	of	political	and	cultural	occupation	of	the	South.	Accordingly,	Southern	black	















	 Ensuing	political	battles	over	Northern	educational	 influences	in	 the	South	
accelerated	the	growth	of	education	for	Whites	and	Blacks	in	the	region	(Harlan,	
1962).	The	American	Missionary	Association,	the	Freedmen’s	Bureau	and	other	












































































































































active	 extracurriculum	 by	 broadening	 the	 student	 organization	 base	 to	 include	 a	
Glee	Club	and	several	small	choirs,	and	fostering	a	campus	culture	in	which	regular	
musical	recitals	were	given	by	students	(Straight	University,	1870-1934).	
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